Planning of the Mexi an steel produ tion, part II:
The optimal plan, with a sensitivity analysis
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Introdu tion

The Mexi an government were very happy with your report on how to optimize their steel produ tion. Therefore, they want you to be responsible for the
planning of the steel produ tion during 2006. You have a epted their o er.
Your intention is, of ourse, to use your linear programming model to solve
the problem (assume that the data given orresponds to 2006). However, in
order to be able to give dire tions to the managers of the di erent mines and
steel mills you must numeri ally solve the model! To your help you have the
modelling language AMPL and the linear programming solver CPLEX.
During the oming year you will write reports with dire tions to all of the
managers involved in the steel produ tion, but already some of the managers are
interested in what will happen. In parti ular, you have re eived the questions
a ording to the following se tions. Your task is to answer these questions. (You
only have to answer one of the questions in \Questions, part III".)
Questions, part I

Answer the following questions about the optimal solution, assuming that export
and import are not allowed, that is, let the import- and export-limits in the
AMPL-model be zero.
1. Basi questions:
(a) What is the total ost of the steel produ tion in 2006?
(b) How mu h iron ore should be sent from the ore mine in Laperla to
the steel mill in Si artsa?
( ) How mu h steel will be produ ed by the Martin-oven at the steel mill
in Ahmsa?
(d) How mu h plates will be sent from the steel mill in Hylsap to Mexi o
City?
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2. Questions regarding the apa ities:
(a) Whi h mines have rea hed their apa ities? Explain how to identify
su h mines by using the values of the dual variables orresponding to
the apa ity onstraints together with the Complementary Sla kness
Theorem of linear programming!
(b) Whi h pro esses have rea hed their apa ities?
( ) Whi h steel mills have rea hed their apa ities? (Observe that some
of the mills have parallel pro esses and then the apa ity is rea hed
only if the apa ities of both of the pro esses are rea hed.)
(d) How mu h would we gain from a marginal improvement of the limiting apa ities? Answer this question by making small in rements
(one at a time) of the limiting apa ities and resolve the model to
see how the total ost hanges. Compare the result with the values of the dual variables for the limiting apa ities in the original
problem. (Remember that not every pro ess is present at every mill,
and we may only expand existing pro esses, that is, pro esses with a
maximum apa ity greater than 0.)
Questions, part II

The following questions deal with export and import:
1. Assume that export is allowed and unlimited. (But import is not allowed.)
That is, you must set the limit of export to a high value in the AMPLmodel.
(a) By using the dual variable of the limiting onstraint for the export in
the AMPL-model, nd the pri e in pesos per ton at whi h it starts
to pay o to export produ ts, and denote this pri e by Pexport .
(b) Let the pri e of export be the pri e found above plus 1 peso per ton,
that is, Pexport + 1. How mu h will be exported at this pri e?
2. Assume that import is allowed and unlimited. (But export is not allowed.)
(a) In the same way as for the export, nd the pri e in pesos per ton at
whi h it starts to pay o to import produ ts, and denote this pri e
by Pimport .
(b) Let the pri e of import be the pri e found above minus 1 peso per
ton, that is, Pimport 1. How mu h will be imported at this pri e?
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Questions, part III

The following questions deal with sensitivity analysis. You shall ompare the
solution found with the original data (assumed that export and import are not
allowed), with the solution you get after the spe i
hange in the data. You
only have to answer one of the four questions. Choose the one that you nd the
most interesting!
1. Assume that the pri e of energy is in reased by a fa tor of 10. How does
the solution hange? In parti ular, answer the following questions:
(a) How does the total produ tion of steel hange at the steel mill in
Ahmsa?
(b) How does the total produ tion of steel hange at the steel mill in
Hylsa?
( ) Explain why the above hanges o ur!
2. Assume that the proportional ost of transporting raw materials from all
mines is in reased by a fa tor of 3. How does the solution hange? In
parti ular, answer the following questions:
(a) How does the total produ tion of steel hange at the steel mill in
Ahmsa?
(b) How does the total produ tion of steel hange at the steel mill in
Fundidora?
( ) Explain why the above hanges o ur!
3. Assume that the distan e between Pena ol and Ahmsa is de reased by
1 200 km (through the building of a tunnel). How does the solution
hange? In parti ular, answer the following questions:
(a) How does the total produ tion of steel hange at the steel mill in
Ahmsa?
(b) How does the total produ tion of steel hange at the steel mill in
Fundidora?
( ) Explain why the above hanges o ur!
4. What is the gain from investing in new te hnology? Assume that we get
a loan from the IMF to modernize the steel mill in Ahmsa by building a
fa ility for redu ing ore to sponge iron, and an ele tro oven, both limited
to 0.5 Mton output. How does the solution hange? In parti ular, answer
the following questions:
(a) How does the produ tion of steel by the Martin-oven hange at the
steel mill in Ahmsa?
(b) How does the transportation of oal to the steel mill in Ahmsa
hange?
( ) Explain why the above hanges o ur!
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